
What: Benefit concert for Extreme Mobility Camps (XMO) 
Who: Four-time Grammy nominated Christian artist Steve Green. As the son of missionary parents, Green 
celebrates 28 years of blessing the world through his Christ centered music. He is the recipient of 7 Dove 
Awards, has produced 25 recordings, sold more than 3 million albums and has 13 number one songs. 
When: Saturday, January 25, 2014 at 7 p.m.  
Where: The Place SDA Fellowship, 2697 Lavery Ct. #17, Newbury Park, CA 91320 
Why: Extreme Mobility Camps is a 501(c)(3) non-profit ministry that offers visually impaired and disabled teens 
and young adult athletes opportunities to engage in “extreme” sports to empower them through rich, 
interactive experiences they might not otherwise enjoy in their daily lives. Opportunities are provided at no 
cost to participants. XMOCamps is funded solely by public/private contributions and embraces the belief that 
it is better to live by faith and not by sight. 
Visuals: XMO in action 
Quote: “We are thrilled to have an amazing artist of Steve Green’s caliber blessing us with his talent and we 
are so thankful for his support and what it will mean to the youth whose lives are enriched by Extreme Mobility 
Camps. We are looking forward to this inspiring concert and the many blessings that will come from it for the 
audience and the kids alike.“ Mindy Schwarz, Extreme Mobility Camps Co-Founder  
Quote: “The love and support I felt was huge and had a big influence in my life,” said XMO athlete Corey 
Reed, 31, of his experience at the camp. At the age of 23 Reed was in a car accident that left him blind and a 
below knee amputee. “Extreme Mobility Camps motivated and inspired me and showed me there was a whole 
lot more to life. Bryan and Mindy Schwarz have a huge heart for God and He used them in a very powerful way 
to bring me to His feet and to find hope for a new life that I never dreamt possible.”  
Facts:  

• Since its inception in 2009, Extreme Mobility camps has served over 250 youth. 
• World class artists such as Stevie Wonder, Faith First and Take 6 are strong XMO supporters. 
• Corey Reed (above) and his wife Kayla, a fellow blind athlete, met and fell in love at XMO. 

Media: Mindy Schwarz is available for phone interviews. You may use any photos on website or XMO 
Facebook page. Photo credit: Extreme Mobility Camps.  
Churches: Please announce concert and ordering information (see below) in your bulletins or worship services. 
Tickets: xmocamps.org/category/upcoming-events 
Online: 
• Website: XMOCamps.org 
• Twitter: @XMOCamps 
• Facebook: Extreme Mobility Camps 
• YouTube: Extreme Mobility Camps 
• Email: XMOCamps@gmail.com

ATTN: 
Faith/community/music/human interest

CONTACT: Mindy Schwarz 
805.xxx.xxx 

————@gmail.com
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